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About this Guide
This guide describes the upgrade procedures for Cisco Policy Suite (CPS).
Refer to the CPS Installation Guide for VMware for instructions to install a new CPS deployment in a VMware
environment, or the CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack to install a new CPS deployment in an OpenStack
environment.

Audience
This guide is best used by these readers:
• Network administrators
• Network engineers
• Network operators
• System administrators
This document assumes a general understanding of network architecture, configuration, and operations.

Additional Support
For further documentation and support:
• Contact your Cisco Systems, Inc. technical representative.
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• Call the Cisco Systems, Inc. technical support number.
• Write to Cisco Systems, Inc. at support@cisco.com.
• Refer to support matrix at http://www.support.cisco.com and to other documents related to Cisco Policy
Suite.

Conventions (all documentation)
This document uses the following conventions.

Note

Conventions

Indication

bold font

Commands and keywords and user-entered text
appear in bold font.

italic font

Document titles, new or emphasized terms, and
arguments for which you supply values are in italic
font.

[]

Elements in square brackets are optional.

{x | y | z }

Required alternative keywords are grouped in braces
and separated by vertical bars.

[x|y|z]

Optional alternative keywords are grouped in brackets
and separated by vertical bars.

string

A nonquoted set of characters. Do not use quotation
marks around the string or the string will include the
quotation marks.

courier font

Terminal sessions and information the system displays
appear in courier font.

<>

Nonprinting characters such as passwords are in angle
brackets.

[]

Default responses to system prompts are in square
brackets.

!, #

An exclamation point (!) or a pound sign (#) at the
beginning of a line of code indicates a comment line.

Means reader take note. Notes contain helpful suggestions or references to material not covered in the
manual.
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Caution

Means reader be careful. In this situation, you might perform an action that could result in equipment
damage or loss of data.
IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS.
Means danger. You are in a situation that could cause bodily injury. Before you work on any equipment, be
aware of the hazards involved with electrical circuitry and be familiar with standard practices for preventing
accidents. Use the statement number provided at the end of each warning to locate its translation in the
translated safety warnings that accompanied this device.
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Warning

Provided for additional information and to comply with regulatory and customer requirements.

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service
request, and gathering additional information, see What's New in Cisco Product Documentation.
To receive new and revised Cisco technical content directly to your desktop, you can subscribe to the What's
New in Cisco Product Documentation RSS feed. RSS feeds are a free service.
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CHAPTER

1

Upgrade CPS
Refer to the CPS Installation Guide for VMware for instructions to install a new CPS deployment in a
VMware environment, or the CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack to install a new CPS deployment in an
OpenStack environment.
• In-Service Software Upgrade to 9.1.0, page 1
• Verify System Status, page 8
• Remove ISO Image, page 8
• Configure Redundant Arbiter (arbitervip) between pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02, page 8
• Moving Arbiter from pcrfclient01 to Redundant Arbiter (arbitervip), page 10

In-Service Software Upgrade to 9.1.0
This section describes the steps to perform an in-service software upgrade (ISSU) of an existing CPS deployment
to CPS 9.1.0. This upgrade will allow traffic to continue running while the upgrade is being performed.
In-service software upgrades to 9.1.0 are supported only from CPS 7.0.5 or higher release. If needed, upgrade
CPS before proceeding to CPS 7.0.5 or higher release.
In-service software upgrades to 9.1.0 are supported only for Mobile installations. Other CPS installation types
(WiFi, MOG, and so on) cannot be upgraded using ISSU.
The upgrade steps described in this chapter apply to a single-site High Availability CPS cluster. For multi-site
(Geographic Redundant) deployments, perform these steps to upgrade the first site, then repeat the same steps
to upgrade the second site.

Prerequisites
Before beginning the upgrade:
1 Remove any previously installed patches. For more information on patch removal steps, refer to Remove
a Patch.
2 Back up any configuration files that you have modified. These files include haproxy.cfg
haproxy-diameter.cfg and snmp.conf.
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3 Back up all CPS databases according to the steps in the CPS Backup and Restore Guide.

Note

CPS 9.0.0 includes an upgraded linux kernel and requires the reboot of CPS VMs. During the upgrade
process, overall call processing performance will be degraded, and some call drops may occur. This
upgrade should be performed during a planned maintenance window.

Overview
The in-service software upgrade is performed in increments:
1 Upgrade the installer VM (Cluster Manager).
2 Divide the other CPS VMs in the system into two sets.
3 Perform the upgrade on the first set while the second set remains operational and processes all running
traffic. The VMs included in the first set will be rebooted during the upgrade. After upgrade is complete,
the first set becomes operational.
4 Perform the upgrade on the second set while the first assumes responsibility for all running traffic. The
VMs in the second set will be rebooted during the upgrade.
5 Reboot the Cluster Manager.

Check the System Health
Step 1
Step 2

Log in to the Cluster Manager VM as the root user.
Check the health of the system by running the following command:
diagnostics.sh

Clear or resolve any errors or warnings before proceeding to Download and Mount the CPS ISO Image.

Download and Mount the CPS ISO Image
Step 1
Step 2

Download the Full Cisco Policy Suite Installation software package (ISO image) from software.cisco.com. Refer to the
Release Notes for the download link.
Load the ISO image on the Cluster Manager.
For example:
wget http://linktoisomage/CPS_x.x.x.release.iso

where,
linktoisoimage

is the link to the website from where you can download the ISO image.
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CPS_x.x.x.release.iso

Step 3

is the name of the Full Installation ISO image.

Execute the following commands to mount the ISO image:
mkdir /mnt/iso
mount -o loop CPS_x.x.x.release.iso /mnt/iso
cd /mnt/iso

Step 4

Continue with Verify VM Database Connectivity, on page 3.

Verify VM Database Connectivity
Verify that the Cluster Manager VM has access to all VM ports. If the firewall in your CPS deployment is
enabled, the Cluster Manager will not have access to the CPS database ports.
To temporarily disable the firewall, run the following command on each of the PCRFClient VMs to disable
IPTables:
service iptables stop

The iptables service will restart the next time the PCRFClient VMs are rebooted.

Create Upgrade Sets
The following steps divide all the VMs in the CPS cluster into two groups (upgrade set 1 and upgrade set 2).
These two groups of VMs will be upgraded independently in order allow traffic to continue running while
the upgrade is being performed.

Step 1

Determine which VMs in your existing deployment should be in upgrade set 1 and upgrade set 2 by running the following
command on the Cluster Manager:
/mnt/iso/platform/scripts/create-cluster-sets.sh

Step 2

This script will output two files defining the 2 sets:
/var/tmp/cluster-upgrade-set-1.txt
/var/tmp/cluster-upgrade-set-2.txt

Step 3
Step 4

Review these files to verify that all VMs in the CPS cluster are included. Make any changes to the files as needed.
Continue with Back Up the CPS License.
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Back Up the CPS License
Note

The steps in this section must be performed when upgrading from a release prior to 8.0.0. If you are
upgrading from a CPS 8.0.0 or newer deployment, skip these steps.
The following steps create a backup of the existing CPS license files and features file on the Cluster Manager.

Step 1

Create backup directories by issuing the following commands on the Cluster Manager VM:
mkdir -p /etc/broadhop/license/pcrfclient01
mkdir -p /etc/broadhop/license/pcrfclient02

Step 2

Copy (or secure copy) the pcrfclient01 license to the /etc/broadhop/license/pcrfclient01 directory, and the pcrfclient02
license to the /etc/broadhop/license/pcrfclient02 directory on the Cluster Manager VM:
scp root@pcrfclient01:/etc/broadhop/license/<filename1.lic> /etc/broadhop/license/pcrfclient01/
scp root@pcrfclient02:/etc/broadhop/license/<filename2.lic> /etc/broadhop/license/pcrfclient02/

where,
<filename1.lic> is the license filename generated for pcrfclient01.
<filename2.lic> is the license filename generated for pcrfclient02.
Step 3

Copy (or secure copy) the /etc/broadhop/license/features.properties file from the pcrfclient01 to the
/etc/broadhop/license directory on the Cluster Manager:
scp root@pcrfclient01:/etc/broadhop/license/features.properties /etc/broadhop/license/

Step 4

Run the following command on the Cluster Manager:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/build_etc.sh

Move the Load Balancer Virtual IP to Upgrade Set 2
Before beginning the upgrade of the VMs in upgrade set 1, you must transition the Virtual IP (VIP) to the
Load Balancer (LB) VM in Set 2.
Check which LB VMs has the virtual IP (VIP) by connecting to (ssh) to lbvip01 from the Cluster Manager
VM. This will connect you to the LB VM which has the VIP either lb01 or lb02.
You can also run ifconfig on the LB VMs to confirm the VIP assignment.
• If the VIP is already assigned to the LB VM that is to be upgraded later (Set 2), continue with Upgrade
Set 1, on page 5.
• If the VIP is assigned to the LB VM that is to be upgraded now (Set 1), issue the following commands
from the Cluster Manager VM to force a switchover of the VIP to the other LB:
ssh lbvip01
service corosync stop
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Continue with Upgrade Set 1, on page 5.

Upgrade Set 1
Important

Step 1

Perform these steps while connected to the Cluster Manager console via the VMware client. This prevents
a possible loss of a terminal connection with the Cluster Manager during the upgrade process.

Run the following command to initiate the installation script:
/mnt/iso/install.sh

Step 2

When prompted for the install type, enter mobile.
Please enter install type [mobile|wifi|mog|arbiter]:

Note

Step 3

In-service software upgrades to CPS 9.0 are supported only for mobile installations.

When prompted to initialize the environment, enter y.
Would you like to initialize the environment... [y|n]:

Step 4

When prompted for the type of installation, enter 3.
Please select the type of installation to complete:
1) New Deployment
2) Upgrade from existing 9.0 system
3) In-Service Upgrade from 7.0.5 onwards (eg: 7.0.5 to 9.x)

Currently, Option 2 is for internal Cisco use only and should not be
used.
When prompted to enter the SVN repository to back up the policy files, enter the Policy Builder data repository name.
Note

Step 5

Please pick a Policy Builder config directory to restore for upgrade [configuration]:

The default repository name is configuration. This step copies the SVN/policy repository from the pcrfclient01 and
stores it in the Cluster Manager. After pcrfclient01 is upgraded, these SVN/policy files will be restored.
Step 6
Step 7

(Optional) If prompted for a user, enter qns-svn.
(Optional) If prompted for the password for qns-svn, enter the valid password.
Authentication realm: <http://pcrfclient01:80> SVN Repos
Password for 'qns-svn':

Step 8

The upgrade proceeds on Set 1 until the following message is displayed:
================================================
Upgrading Set /var/tmp/cluster-upgrade-set-1.txt
================================================
Checking if reboot required for below hosts
pcrfclient02 lb02 sessionmgr02 qns02 <-- These VMs may differ on your deployment.
================================================
Kernel will be upgraded on below hosts from current set of hosts. To take the effect of new kernel
below hosts will be rebooted.
Upgrading kernel packages on:
pcrfclient02 lb02 sessionmgr02 qns02
================================================
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WARN - Plan the kernel upgrade during a maintenance window
As a precaution, please take a backup of all critical data you have any of the above VM
before proceeding further
Do you want to Proceed? (y/n):

Step 9

Enter y to proceed with the kernel upgrade.
Important
The kernel upgrade is mandatory. If you enter n at the prompt, the upgrade process will be aborted.

Step 10

The kernel upgrade proceeds until the following message is displayed:
All VMs in /var/tmp/cluster-upgrade-set-1.txt are Whisper READY.
Run 'diagnostics.sh --get_replica_status' in another terminal to check DB state.
Please ensure that all DB members are UP and are to correct state i.e. PRIMARY/SECONDARY/ARBITER.
Continue the upgrade for Next Step? [y/n]

Step 11

Open a second terminal to the Cluster Manager VM and run the following command to check that all DB members are
UP and in the correct state:
diagnostics.sh --get_replica_status

Step 12
Step 13

After confirming the DB member state, enter y to continue the upgrade.
The upgrade proceeds until the following message is displayed:
Run '/var/qps/install/current/scripts/bin/control/restart_set.sh /var/tmp/cluster-upgrade-set-1.txt'
in another terminal to restart CPS processes.
Please ensure that restart_set.sh has completed for Set 1 before continuing with Set 2.
Continue the upgrade for Set 2? [y/n]

Step 14

In the second terminal, run the following command to restart all CPS services on the upgraded VMs (Set 1):
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/bin/control/restart_set.sh /var/tmp/cluster-upgrade-set-1.txt

Step 15

Continue with Move the Load Balancer Virtual IP to Upgrade Set 1.

Move the Load Balancer Virtual IP to Upgrade Set 1
Issue the following commands from the Cluster Manager VM to switch the VIP from the LB on Set 1 to the
LB on Set 2:
ssh lbvip01
service corosync stop

If the command prompt does not display again after running this command, press Enter.
Continue with Upgrade Set 2.

Upgrade Set 2
Step 1

In the first terminal, when prompted with the following message, enter y.
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Please ensure that restart_set.sh has completed for Set 1 before continuing with Set 2. Continue the
upgrade for Set 2? [y/n]

Step 2

The upgrade proceeds on Set 2 until the following message is displayed:
================================================
Upgrading Set /var/tmp/cluster-upgrade-set-2.txt
================================================
Checking if reboot required for below hosts
pcrfclient01 lb01 sessionmgr01 qns01 <-- These VMs may differ on your deployment.
================================================
Kernel will be upgraded on below hosts from current set of hosts. To take the effect of new kernel
below hosts will be rebooted.
Upgrading kernel packages on:
pcrfclient01 lb01 sessionmgr01 qns01
================================================
WARN - Plan the kernel upgrade during a maintenance window
As a precaution, please take a backup of all critical data you have any of the above VM
before proceeding further
Do you want to Proceed? (y/n):

Step 3

Enter y to proceed with the kernel upgrade.
Important
If you enter 'n' at the prompt then it will exit from the upgrade process. So it is mandatory to upgrade kernel.

Step 4

The kernel upgrade proceeds until the following message is displayed:
All VMs in /var/tmp/cluster-upgrade-set-2.txt are Whisper READY.
Run 'diagnostics.sh --get_replica_status' in another terminal to check DB state.
Please ensure that all DB members are UP and are to correct state i.e. PRIMARY/SECONDARY/ARBITER.
Continue the upgrade for Next Step? [y/n]

Step 5

In the second terminal to the Cluster Manager VM, run the following command to check the DB members are UP and
in the correct state:
diagnostics.sh --get_replica_status

Step 6
Step 7

After confirming the DB member state, enter y on first terminal to continue the upgrade.
The upgrade proceeds until the following message is displayed:
rebooting pcrfclient01 VM now
pcrfclient01 VM is Whisper READY.
Run 'diagnostics.sh --get_replica_status' in another terminal to check DB state.
Please ensure that all DB members are UP and are to correct state i.e. PRIMARY/SECONDARY/ARBITER.
Continue the upgrade for the Next Step? [y/n]

Step 8

In the second terminal to the Cluster Manager VM, run the following command to check the DB members are UP and
in the correct state:
diagnostics.sh --get_replica_status

Step 9
Step 10

After confirming the DB member state, enter y on first terminal to continue the upgrade.
The upgrade proceeds until the following message is displayed.
Run '/var/qps/install/current/scripts/bin/control/restart_set.sh /var/tmp/cluster-upgrade-set-2.txt'
in another terminal to restart CPS processes.
Please ensure that restart_set.sh has completed for Set 2 before continuing....
Continue the upgrade for Next Step? [y/n]

Step 11

In the second terminal, run the following command to restart all CPS services on the upgraded VMs (Set 2):
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/bin/control/restart_set.sh /var/tmp/cluster-upgrade-set-2.txt
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Step 12
Step 13
Step 14

After the restart_set.sh script has completed, close the second terminal.
In the first terminal, enter y to continue the upgrade.
The upgrade proceeds until the following message is displayed:
WARN - The kernel-2.6.32-573.8.1.el6.x86_64 rpm and its dependant rpms are upgraded on Cluster Manager
VM.
To take the effect of newly installed kernel-2.6.32-573.8.1.el6.x86_64, Cluster Manager VM has to
be rebooted.
Please take the backup of any critical data you have on the Cluster Manager VM before proceeding
further.
Do you want reboot the Cluster Manager VM now? (y/n):

Enter y to reboot the Cluster Manager VM.
Once the Cluster Manager VM reboots, the CPS upgrade is complete.
Step 15
Step 16

Continue with Verify System Status, and Remove ISO Image.
Any Grafana dashboards used prior to the upgrade must be manually migrated. Refer to Migrate Existing Grafana
Dashboards in the CPS Operations Guide for instructions.

Verify System Status
Run the diagnostics.sh command to verify the system status.

Remove ISO Image
Step 1

(Optional) After the upgrade is complete, unmount the ISO image from the Cluster Manager VM. This prevents any
“device is busy” errors when a subsequent upgrade is performed.
cd /root
umount /mnt/iso

Step 2

(Optional) After unmounting the ISO, delete the ISO image that you loaded on the Cluster Manager to free the system
space.
rm -rf /<path>/CPS_x.x.x.release.iso

Configure Redundant Arbiter (arbitervip) between pcrfclient01
and pcrfclient02
After the upgrade is complete, if the user wants a redundant arbiter (ArbiterVIP) between pcrfclient01 and
pcrfclient02, perform the following steps:
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Currently, this is only supported for HA setups.

Step 1

Update the AdditionalHosts.csv and VLANs.csv files with the redundant arbiter information:
• Update AdditionalHosts.csv:
Assign one internal IP for Virtual IP (arbitervip).
Syntax:
<alias for Virtual IP>,<alias for Virtual IP>,<IP for Virtual IP>
For example,
arbitervip,arbitervip,<

IP for Virtual IP>

• Update VLANs.csv:
Add a new column Pcrfclient VIP Alias in the VLANs.csv file to configure the redundant arbiter name for the
pcrfclient VMs:
Figure 1: VLANs.csv

Execute the following command to import csv files into the Cluster Manager VM:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/import/import_deploy.sh

This script converts the data to JSON format and outputs it to /var/qps/config/deploy/json/.
Step 2

SSH to the pcrfclient01 and pcrflclient02 VMs and run the following command to create arbitervip:
/etc/init.d/vm-init-client

Step 3

Synchronize /etc/hosts files across VMs by running the following command the Cluster Manager VM:
/var/qps/bin/update/synchosts.sh
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Moving Arbiter from pcrfclient01 to Redundant Arbiter
(arbitervip)
In this section we are considering the impacts to a session database replica set when the arbiter is moved from
the pcrcfclient01 VM to a redundant arbiter (arbitervip). The same steps need to be performed for
SPR/balance/report/audit/admin databases.

Step 1

Remove pcrfclient01 from replica set (set01 is an example in this step) by executing the following command:
To find the replica set from where you want to remove pcrfclient01, refer to your
/etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file.
build_set.sh --session --remove-members --setname set01

This command will ask for member name and port number. You can find the port number from your
/etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file.
Member:Port
--------> pcrfclient01:27717
pcrfclient01:27717
Do you really want to remove [yes(y)/no(n)]: y

Step 2

Remove replica set member file by executing the following command:
ssh pcrfclient01 "/bin/rm /etc/init.d/sessionmgr-27717"

You can find the member file from your /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file.
Step 3

Verify whether the replica set member has been deleted by executing the following command:
diagnostics.sh --get_replica_status
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| SESSION:set01
|
| Member-1 - 27717 : 221.168.1.5
- PRIMARY
- sessionmgr01
- ON-LINE
-------1
|
| Member-2 - 27717 : 221.168.1.6
- SECONDARY
- sessionmgr02
- ON-LINE
0 sec
1
|
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

The output of diagnostics.sh
(set01 in this case).
Step 4

--get_replica_status

should not display pcrfclient01 as the member of replica set

Change arbiter member from pcrfclient01 to redundant arbiter (arbitervip) in the /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg
file by executing the following command:
vi /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg
[SESSION-SET1]
SETNAME=set01
OPLOG_SIZE=1024
ARBITER=pcrfclient01:27717
<-- change pcrfclient01 to arbitervip
ARBITER_DATA_PATH=/var/data/sessions.1
MEMBER1=sessionmgr01:27717
MEMBER2=sessionmgr02:27717
DATA_PATH=/var/data/sessions.1
[SESSION-SET1-END]
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Step 5

Add a new replica set member by executing the following command:
build_set.sh --session --add-members --setname set01

Step 6

Verify whether the replica set member has been created by executing the following command:
diagnostics.sh --get_replica_status
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| SESSION:set01
|
| Member-1 - 27717 : 221.168.1.5
- PRIMARY
- sessionmgr01
- ON-LINE
-------1
|
| Member-2 - 27717 : 221.168.1.6
- SECONDARY
- sessionmgr02
- ON-LINE
0 sec
1
|
| Member-3 - 27717 : 221.168.1.9
- ARBITER
- arbitervip
- ON-LINE
-------1
|
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

The output of diagnostics.sh
(set01 in this case).

--get_replica_status

should now display arbitervip as the member of replica set
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Apply a Patch
This section describes the general process to apply a patch to CPS.
Patches must be applied during a maintenance window. This section includes instructions for stopping all
CPS components before applying the patch and restarting the components after the patch has been applied.

Note

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

Only one patch can be applied to CPS at a time. If you have already applied a patch, you must Undo and
then Remove the existing patch before applying the new patch. Refer to Undo a Patch and Remove a Patch
for more information. To determine if a patch is currently applied to the system refer toList Applied
Patches.

Run patch -u and patch -r to remove any applied patches from the Cluster Manager before proceeding. For more
information, refer to Undo a Patch and Remove a Patch.
Download the latest patch file from a location provided by your Cisco representative to the Cluster Manager VM.
Log in to the Cluster Manager as a root user.
Download the patch file to the Cluster Manager VM. For example:
wget http://siteaddress/xxx.tar.gz

where,
siteaddress
xxx.tar.gz

is the link to the website from where you can download the patch file.

is the name of the patch file.
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Step 5

Run the patch -a command to apply the patch:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/patch/patch -a filename.tar.gz

where filename is the path and filename of the downloaded patch file.
For example:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/patch/patch -a /tmp/CPS701_1234.tar.gz

Step 6

Run build_all.sh script to create updated CPS packages. This builds updated VM images on the Cluster Manager with
the new patch applied.
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build_all.sh

Step 7

Shut down all software components on the target VMs.
runonall.sh sudo monit stop all

Step 8

Make sure all software components are shut down on target VMs.
statusall.sh

Note

Step 9

The software components must all display Not Monitored as the current status.

Update the VMs with the new software using reinit.sh script. This triggers each CPS VM to download and install the
updated VM images from the Cluster Manager:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/upgrade/reinit.sh

Step 10

Restart all software components on the target VMs:
runonall.sh sudo monit start all

Step 11

Run about.sh to verify that the component is updated:
about.sh

Undo a Patch
The following steps disable the currently applied CPS patch, and reverts the system to the base software
version. For example, if a patch 7.5.0.xx is installed on the system, this command reverts the software to the
base version 7.5.0.

Note

If you have custom plug-ins installed in your system, refer to CPS Installations using Custom Plug-in
before executing the patch -u command.
To undo the applied patch, execute the following command on the Cluster Manager:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/patch/patch -u

After undoing the applied patch execute the following commands in Cluster Manager to re-build the CPS
system and push the changes to VMs:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build_all.sh
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/upgrade/reinit.sh
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Remove a Patch
Execute the following command on the Cluster Manager to completely remove a patch and all related items
from the Cluster Manager. This deletes the patch file from the /var/qps/.tmp/patches directory of
the Cluster Manager:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/patch/patch -r

Note

Currently CPS supports only one patch at a time. You must remove any existing patches before applying
a new patch.

List Applied Patches
Execute the following command on Cluster Manager to list the applied patches installed in the system:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/patch/patch -l

The about.sh command also displays if any patch is applied on the current CPS system or not.

CPS Installations using Custom Plug-in
CPS provides several methods to patch baseline release functionality. One method utilizes the “repositories”
configuration file to specify the location of additional software on the CPS Cluster Manger. As such, the
current patch utilities aide in removing all repositories. However, CPS Custom plug-in software also uses the
“repositories” configuration file to specify the location of custom software. Therefore an additional manual
step is required to reconfigure CPS custom plug-in code after patches are removed.

Step 1

From the CPS Cluster Manager, undo the patches:
Note
While the patch utility logs that it is removing the repositories configuration file, it actually renames it, at the
same path location, as “repositories.back”.
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/patch/patch -u

The following messages show the progress of the patch -u command:
undo the patches
copy puppets from /var/qps/patches backup to /var/qps/install/current/puppet
copy scripts from /var/qps/patches backup to /var/qps/install/current/scripts
remove /etc/broadhop/repositories
patch undone successfully, please run build_all.sh and reinit.sh to push the changes to VMs

Step 2

For CPS installations utilizing custom plug-ins, the following step is required before software upgrade.
1 From the CPS Cluster Manager, restore the “repositories” configuration file, without patch references.
Copy the repositories backup to the original location:
cp /etc/broadhop/repositories.back /etc/broadhop/repositories

2 Remove references to software patch locations, and leave references to custom plugin code:
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In the example below, leave the first line (file:///var/qps/.tmp/plugin1) as it is, and remove the second line
(file:///var/qps/.tmp/patch1) before continuing with the software upgrade process.
file:///var/qps/.tmp/plugin1
file:///var/qps/.tmp/patch1
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